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Abstract
Transition metal ion substitution in sodium phosphate is effective in enhancing the performance of a cathode material. The
maricite-NaFe1−xMnxPO4 (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5) were synthesized using solid-state procedures. The lattice constants
and bond lengths between Fe–O ions of NaFe1−xMnxPO4 increased by increasing the Mn substitutions. The temperature
dependence of the magnetization for NaFe1−xMnxPO4 decreased with an increase in the Mn substitutions, indicating a
weakened antiferromagnetic interaction. The Mössbauer spectra exhibited asymmetrical line below the Néel temperature
(TN) and were fitted with eight Lorentzian lines, owing to a strong crystalline field in the distorted Fe(Mn)O 6 octahedral site.
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Introduction
Li-ion batteries have made significant strides with portable
electronics, electric vehicles, large-scale power storage, and
regenerative devices. To create Li-ion batteries, a wide range
of oxides and several cathode materials have been developed
and optimized. However, owing to problems such as high
demand, costs, and environmental pollution from lithium,
various oxides and cathode materials for Na-based batteries are being researched as an alternative to lithium batteries. Among them, NaFePO4 has attracted attention in recent
years owing to its excellent thermal stability, electrochemical capacity, low cost, and reduced environmental impact
and has two polymorphs, triphylite-and maricite-NaFePO4
[1–6].
Triphylite-NaFePO4 is synthesized through a complex
ion exchange process and is not a thermodynamically safe
phase. In contrast, maricite-NaFePO4 can be synthesized
using a simple solid-state method and is a thermodynamically stable phase. However, it has been reported that it has
no Na+ diffusion channel, and thus it is electrochemically
inert, and the electrochemical performance can be improved
by reducing the particles to the nanoscale and introducing
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a carbon matrix. Sodium has a redox potential of − 2.71 V,
which is 0.3 V above that of lithium, energy to be consumed
[7]. It has a higher voltage redox bond and thus theoretically has a higher energy density. However, it has a lower
electrochemical conductivity compared to other materials
[8]. To compensate such disadvantages, the transition metal
ion substitution of phosphate is an effective way to improve
the performance of a cathode material and can be used as
an alternative to Na-ion batteries [9–12]. Because Mnbased phosphates have higher redox potentials than of Febased phosphates, transition metal ion substitution is used
to enhance the redox potential [13, 14]. Therefore, understanding the differences between N
 aFePO4 and N
 aMnPO4 is
important for improving the performances of Na-ion batteries. The higher possibility of Li+ and N
 a+ intercalating with
Li/NaFe(Mn)PO4 is determined by the redox properties of
the Fe(Mn)2+/Fe(Mn)3+ ion coupling [15, 16]. The chemical
redox coupling in these materials affects their structure and
magnetic properties, where the charge states of Fe ions affect
the charge–discharge electrochemical mechanism [17–19].
These characteristics are particularly important factors for
realizing next-generation secondary battery cathode materials in Fe-ion secondary battery studies.
Although there have been numerous reports on the electrochemical and magnetic properties of triphylite and maricite forms of N
 aFePO4, factors such as the crystal structure,
magnetic properties, and hyperfine interactions of Mn-doped
NaFe1−xMnxPO4 have not been studied in the past [20, 21].
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